
BURNING
CALORIES

You’ll sit in silence and pretend you’re completely fine. You won’t reach for that glass of water — at least not until your friends do. Heck, you’ll 
take another bite and another, all while wondering when the room got so hot. It’s a competition you secretly have with your friends. There’s noth-
ing quite as glorious as watching the first one cave in. But if that feeling isn’t good enough, the benefits should be. Studies show the consumption 
of spices helps with weight loss and increases happiness. It can also be cancer preventative and reduce the levels of bad cholesterol in your blood 
stream. Here are a few restaurants we’ve found that carry the spiciest food in Gainesville, Fla.

You can tell the chefs just how spicy you want 
your food — but be warned, they won’t take 
your request lightly. “We can even make your 
drink spicy,” said manager Brandon Mercado.
Recommended dishes: Escoviech wings, jerk 
chicken or tofu. These dishes are so good you 
won’t want to stop eating. Unfortunately, your 
tingling lips and burning tongue will protest. 
Heat remedy: For $1 you can get a scoop of 
ice cream. The dairy eliminates the burning 
sensation almost immediately.

Although a bit more on the pricy side, Indian 
Cuisine on 34th Street has a variety of tra-
ditional Indian dishes prepared to your pre-
ferred spice level: mild, medium or hot. A few 
of its dishes even have spice indicators — little 
peppers next to the dish names on the menu 
to reveal just how spicy they are.
Recommended dish: Tandoori chicken. 
Nothing clears congestion like Indian Cui-
sine’s tandoori sauce. By the end of the meal, 
you’ll be sniffling. 
Heat remedy: A section of the menu is dedi-
cated to bread. (There are 11 types of naan 
bread.) Bread soaks up the spices in your 
mouth instead of spreading it around like
water does.

Mother’s wings range from mild to hot – with four to six different sauces at each level. The 
spiciest of its hot sauces is so orange that the food looks like it’s on fire. It’s the kind of spice that 
burns but isn’t enough to make you want to stop eating. Not that Monday is wing night from 5 
p.m. to 2 a.m., so wings are only 40 cents apiece.
Recommended sauce: Mama’s Mad (spiciest sauce offered)
Heat remedy: A side of ranch or blue cheese, which comes with every order of wings, can help 
reduce spiciness.

REGGAE SHACK

MOTHER’S PUB & GRILL

INDIAN CUISINE
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Reggae Shack’s jerk chicken also comes in the vegetarian alternative of tofu.
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